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Abstract: In order to measure the correlation between thundercloud and atmospheric charged particles, we
have installed some atmospheric electric field meter at a site of the Tibet Air Shower Array (4,300m a.s.l.)
since February 2010. In this paper, we report preliminary result of coincident observation of data from the
array and atmospheric electric field during thundercloud in term of until January 2011 and investigation of the
frequency of the thundercloud until February 2012 by assuming some conditions of the thundercloud with the
high energy particles. As the preliminary result, we observed the evidence that high energy particles more than 3
MeV significantly increased from the observation data with the passage of the thundercloud. It was found that
the thundercloud in this area occurred mainly between winter season and summer. In addition, we found some
periodicities of the occurrence frequency of the thundercloud.
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1 Introduction
From the late 20th century, there were several observations
of various phenomena that suggest the energetic radiation
from a thundercloud and/or a lightning discharge. In 1980s,
Parks et al. reported the fluctuations of X-ray intensity dur-
ing though the thundercloud by NaI(Ti) detector in airplane-

citeParks1981, McCarthy1985. In 1990s, Eack et al. also
launched balloon in the direction of the thundercloud and
observed drastic enhancement of X-ray intensity and elec-
tric field lengthciteEack1996. The result obtained by these
observations has the following common characteristics; (1)
X-ray intensity (counting rate) increases one or two orders
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of magnitude in the thundercloud. (2) the detectable spac-
ing of these phenomena has a range of above a few hundred
meters. (3) the enhancement of X-ray intensity appears be-
fore a lightning discharge (from several seconds to a minute
ago) , and returns with the lightning discharge. (4) the mode
energy of enhanced X-ray is about several 10 keV region.

Recently, the fluctuations of the cosmic-ray intensity
were reported at Mt. Norikura Cosmic Ray Observatory,
Japan[8]. It was considered that the fluctuations were due
to electrons, positrons or gamma rays which caused by a
thundercloud or lightning. Gamma-ray flash, which accom-
panied a thundercloud or lightning, was also detected in the
ground-based observation[9, 10] . The gamma-ray flash has
a duration time of several 10 seconds and an energy range
of more than 10 MeV. Such gamma-ray flashes have been
observed by astronomical satellites (CGRO, RHESSI), and
were named terrestrial gamma-ray flash (TGF)[11, 12].

Moreover, we reported that the solar-neutron telescope
detected significant gamma-ray signals with energies above
40 MeV in the event, lasting for ∼ 40 min, in Tibet[13].
Such a prolonged high-energy event has never been ob-
served in association with thunderclouds, clearly suggesting
that electron acceleration lasts for 40 min in thunderclouds.

As results of these observations, it is suggested that high
energy radiation causes by interaction between high energy
particles and high-voltage electric field in the thundercloud.
One explanation for these results is the theory of runaway
breakdown[14, 15], which is suggested that lighting dis-
charges likely to be initiated by electron runaway processes
within the thundercloud’s high electric field region, either
starting with air shower particles or other seed high energy
electrons. Therefore, it is important that the measurement to
investigate any relations between air shower particles and
atmospheric electric field.

In this report, we present fluctuations of counting rates of
single charged particle and atmospheric electric field during
thundercloud in a period from March 2010 to February
2012.

2 Experiment
2.1 The Tibet-III air shower array with

single-counting technique
The Tibet-III air shower array used in this experiment
was constructed in 1999 at Yangbajing (4,300 m a.s.l.)
in Tibet. The array, corresponding to the inner part
of the full-scale Tibet-III air shower array, consists of
533 scintillation counters covering 22,050 m2 citeA-
menomori2003,Amenomori2006 as shown in Fig. 1. The
mode energy of detected events is about 3 TeV for proton-
induced showers and the angular resolution is 0.9circ.

Each scintillation counter contained in a 1 mm thick
stainless steel box has 70.7times70.7times3.0 cm3 plastic
scintillator. A lead sheet of 5 mm is placed above each
counter. This is used to convert photons into electrons us-
ing the Rossi transition effect for collecting more electron-
scitePoirrer1987,Amenomori1990. As a result, this counter
has a sensitivity to gamma-ray and an electron more than
about 4MeV.

This observation has been operated by single or double
counting technique with a CAMAC scaler module. This
technique is not for air shower detection. It is for back-
ground radiation detection. Data records number of events
per 1ms for two trigger mode, ANY-1 and ANY-2, where

30 m

EFM-1

EFM-2

Figure 1: The Tibet-III air shower array. The gray symbols
are 82 scintillation counters using the single counting tech-
nique. EFM-1 and EFM-2 are electric field mills (BOLTEL
EFM-100) which is indicated by black plus symbol, respec-
tively.

ANY-1 represents any 1 hit detector with discriminator level
equivalent to 0.6 particle among all and ANY-2 represent
the 2-fold coincidence of any hit detectors among all. In
this observation, available number of scintillation counters
is 82 as shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 Atmospheric electric field meter
To measure electric field fluctuations, two commercial
electric field mills (BOLTEK EFM- 100) were installed
within the Tibet-III air shower array. One is mounted on the
ground, while the other is located on the roof of a central
building as shown in Fig. 1; hereafter, denoted as EFM-1
and EFM-2, respectively. The two mills are arranged 25 m
apart with a vertical distance of 3.4 m. Individual output
signals are transmitted to the central building with optical
cables, directly fed to PCs and recorded every 0.1s. The
dynamic range of electric field mill was set a pm40 kV/m
with a resolution of a 20 V/m and has been set pm80 kV/m
with a resolution of 40 V/m since 6 October 2010.

3 Data Analysis
It is well-known phenomenon that the thundercloud with
the lightning affects the value of the electric field meter. We
examined a correlation of fluctuations of the electric field
meter and the single-counting and double-counting rate of
the Tibet air shower array. Figure 2 shows examples of sev-
eral thunderclouds events. The single and double counting
rate increased with the passage of each thundercloud. The
time fluctuations of the counting rates and the magnitude of
electric field were measured by each event. The magnitude
of electric field indicated the move of thundercloud and step
changes of electric field indicate lightning.

It is found that the increment of single- or double-
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Figure 2: Examples of the fluctuations of the counting rate
associated with thundercloud. There are events for (a) and
(b) on May, 24, 2010 (c) on July 20, 2010 (d) on July 22,
2010. Red and blue circles indicate the single particle and
double particles counting rate, respectively. Black solid and
green dash lines indicate the magnitude of electric field for
EMF-1 and EMF-2, respectively.

counting rate is in the strong correlation with the thunder-
cloud. Though it is uncertain whether these particles gener-
ated by thunderclouds, it is suggested that a thundercloud
emits charged particles above 3 MeV energy by some kind
of mechanism.

However, unfortunately, we were not able to record data
of the single-counting rate of the Tibet air shower array
after 2011. Therefore, we have examined the frequency
of the thundercloud until February 2012 by assuming
some conditions of the thundercloud with the high energy
particles. The assumptions are as follows; 1) the electric
field meter (EFM-1) fluctuates than +-30kV/m, 2) the event
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Figure 3: Monthly occurrences of thunderclouds which
might increase the counting rate of particles, for a period of
2 years from March 2010 to February 2012. It is found that
the thunderclouds occur mainly in two seasons of winter
and summer.

ignores the fluctuations between 120 minutes thereafter.
Figure 3 shows monthly occurrences of thunderclouds,

which might increase the counting rate of particles, for a
period of 2 years from March 2010 to February 2012. It is
found that the thunderclouds occur mainly in two season
winter (January – March) and summer (June – October).
It is unusual for the incidence of the thundercloud to be
at the same level by the winter season and the summer. It
is considered that it might be caused by the fact that the
observation site is highland.

We examined the winter season and the difference of
the thundercloud of the summer. Figure 4 shows the range
of fluctuations of electric field during the passage of thun-
dercloud. It is found that the range of fluctuations of elec-
tric field during the passage of thundercloud in the winter
season has the characteristics of mainly positive. It is sug-
gested that the difference of generation mechanism of the
thundercloud between winter and summer season.

We investigated the periodicities of thunderclouds which
might increase the counting rate of particles by the Fourier
analysis, as shown in Fig. 5. It is apparent that there are
steep peaks at 13.7 and 27.4 days, respectively. Since the
rotation period of Sun is 27 day, this result seems to be
associated with solar and geomagnetic activity. However,
it is necessary to check whether this result is statistical
significance.

4 Conclusions
In order to measure the correlation between thundercloud
and atmospheric charged particles, we have installed some
atmospheric electric field meter at a site of the Tibet Air
Shower Array (4,300m a.s.l.) since February 2010.

We observed the evidence that high energy particles more
than 3 MeV significantly increased from the observation
data with the passage of the thundercloud. It was found
that the thundercloud in this area occurred mainly between
winter season and summer. It has been suggested that
the thunderclouds of the summer cause the electric field
fluctuate in plus and minus intensely and generated a high
energy particle. In addition, as the result of investigation of a
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Figure 4: The fluctuations range of electric field strength of
the maximum and minimum values of each thundercloud.
The red bar and the blue bar show positive range and
negative range during the passage of each thundercloud,
respectively. The green arrows show the winter season, and
the orange arrows show the summer season. It is found that
the range of fluctuations of electric field during the passage
of thundercloud in the winter season has the characteristics
of mainly positive.
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Figure 5: A Fourier analysis of periodicities of thunder-
clouds might increase the counting rate of particles, for a
period of 2 year. The maximum and second magnitude in a
range from 10 to 80 days are shown a period of 13.7 and
27.4 days, respectively.

periodicity of the occurrence frequency of the thundercloud,
it was found that there are some periodicities which were
near to a rotation period of the sun. We plan to perform
more detailed analysis in the near future.
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